Amplexor Overview
Region 4 has publicly awarded a competitively solicited cooperative purchasing
agreement to Amplexor (contract #R180701). OMNIA Partners, Public Sector
participants can use Amplexor’s interpretation services to remove language barriers with
any audience.
With more than 30 years of language translation experience, Amplexor can help you
bridge communication gaps in over 220 languages (and counting). We can supply the
right kind of interpretation for any scenario.

Interpretation Solutions
Over the Phone Interpreting (OPI)

Liaison Interpreting

• True to its name, this form of interpretation
occurs orally over the phone

• Interpreter paired with an individual to provide
conversational support and clarification

• Interpretation is spoken word-for-word
after a speaker is finished talking

• Works for lengthy interactions (e.g., long
business meetings, tours, etc.)

• Often used for webinars and phone conferences

Simultaneous Interpreting
• Interpreter speaks at or near the same
rate of speech as the speaker, allowing
interpretation to happen more quickly
• Usually preferred for longer passages of speech
or in cases where pauses for interpretation
might delay proceedings (e.g., live events)

Video Remote Interpreting (VRI)
• Executed with digital streaming technology,
VRI combines the benefits of face-toface interpretation with the on-demand
nature of over-the-phone interpretation
• Used in a variety of settings, including
communicating corporate messages to global
employees, international training seminars, etc.

Consecutive Interpreting
• Interpreter waits until the speaker has finished
a sentence / message in the source language
before repeating it in the target language
• Best suited for conversations during
which speech happens a few sentences
at a time (e.g., medical settings, one-onone meetings, legal proceedings, etc.)
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Benefits
Hands-off and flexible
• Dedicated project-management team handles
all aspects of your interpretation requests,
including recommending the right interpretation
solution for your situation, identifying any required
equipment and helping select the interpreter
• All audio / visual equipment required for
interpreting provided for each scenario
• Experts can facilitate ad-hoc interpretation
requests or devise an interpretation program

Best-in-class interpretations
• Only professional, highly qualified interpreters will
be selected for OMNIA Partners Participants
• ISO 9001 approved language quality
system ensures the highest level of
multilingual interpretation quality

We solve interpretation
challenges for a wide
range of OMNIA
Partners Participants
Primary and Higher Education
• Training and classroom scenarios
• Student / parent / instructor communication
• Inclusion and learning

Government
• Legal and compliance communication
• Media and public affairs events
• Inclusion and learning for nonEnglish-speaking populations

Affordable
• As a valued OMNIA Partners participant,
you benefit from discounted pricing!
• No ongoing subscription or licensing fees
• Continuous cost savings through the use
of our industry leading technology
• Solutions and programs scale
to support any budget

Want to learn more about our best-in-class interpretation solutions?
Visit the Amplexor page on the OMNIA Partners, Public Sector website



Contact us today:
Cate McCarthy

Vice President of Partner
Management, Amplexor
Cate.McCarthy@amplexor.com
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